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Inside the luxury nuclear bunker for the mega rich (50)
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Armoury.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Cinema / movie theater.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Security room.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Tunnel.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: The exterior.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Mail area.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Gym.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Climbing wall and pet area.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Store of food.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: One of the units.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: One of the units.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bar / lounge.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: One of the units.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Aquaponics Tank, where fish are bred.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Dental room.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Library.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Helipad.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Medical exam room.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Hallway.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Hospital room.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Hallway.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: One of the units.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Pool.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: The exterior.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Power room.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Cross section shows silo with different floors underground.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Store of food.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Store of food.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Pool.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Laundry room.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Pool.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Pool.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: The exterior.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Founder Larry Hall at the controls.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: One of the units.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: A room.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Founder Larry Hall at the controls.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Library.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Reverse osmosis room.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Steam / sauna.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Heliport.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Gym.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Construction taking place.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Construction taking place.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Outside the bunker - construction.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Computer room.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Common room.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Classroom.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Classroom.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's a glimpse inside the 'Survival Condo' - a luxury nuclear bunker designed to protect the mega-rich from a potential apocalypse.   The underground shelter, in Kansas, in America, started life as a Cold War missile silo.   Entrepreneur Larry Hall bought it in 2008.  He then spent an estimated $20 million USD converting it into a fortified condominium shelter which features a shop, library, classroom, general store, cinema, swimming pool, rock climbing wall, and an aquaponics area to grow vegetables, and fish.   Most of the units have been sold to the 1% hoping for a getaway plan should doomsday happen.  But some are still available, with prices starting at $500,000 USD and going up to $2.4 million USD for a full-floor unit. All are furnished.   The structure is 200 feet underground, in a secret location in the middle of Kansas - about 200 miles from Kansas City.  It was built during the Cold War as a nuclear missile launch facility and is retrofitted with nine-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls.  Now it is guarded by security and surrounded by CCTV cameras and armoured trucks and boasts bulletproof doors and tunnels.   As well as the price of buying a unit, owners must spend $2500 USD a month to cover the living expenses - food, Internet, electricity and water and so on.   The bunker descends 15 floors below the ground, accessible by a high speed elevator.  The communal areas are at the top levels, while the individual housing units sit below.   And at the bottom are four floors with the classroom, library, a cinema and bar, and a gym with sauna and steam room. There is also an armoury and a gun range.   Founder Larry Hall said: "All of our people are self-made millionaires.  "They're very successful: doctors, engineers, lawyers, international business people... almost all of them have children. And they're concerned about the 'what if' scenario."   Those scenarios include superstorms, tsunamis, earthquakes and economic collapse, he told a US website.   "If those are the kind of things that bother you, this is the kind of facility it takes to not worry," he added.  The bunker plans to feed homeowners for years to come.   It raises tilapia in fish tanks and grows vegetables under lamps.  Editorial usage.  Please credit SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA.  08 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bar / lounge.  Photo credit: SurvivalCondo.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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